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ABSTRACT 

A hybrid procedure based on multi-Criteria Satisfaction Analysis (MUSA) and a Network Data Envelopment Analysis 
(NDEA) is proposed to evaluate the relative efficiency of customer services in bank branches. First, a three-stage 
process including sub-processes such as customer expectations, customer satisfaction, and customer loyalty, is defined 
to model the banking customer services. Then, fulfillment of customer expectations, customer loyalty level, and the 
customer satisfaction degree are measured and quantified through a multi-dimensional questionnaire based on cus-
tomers’ perceptions analysis and MUSA method, respectively. The customer services scores and the other criteria 
such as mean of employee evaluation score, operation costs, assets, deposits, loans, number of accounts are considered 
in network three-stage DEA model. The proposed NDEA model is formed based on multipliers perspective, output-
oriented, and constant return to scale assumptions. The proposed NDEA model quantifies and assesses the total effi-
ciency of main process and assigns the efficiency to customer expectations, customer satisfactions, and customer loy-
alties sub-processes in bank branches. The whole procedure is applied on 30 bank branches in IRAN. The proposed 
approach can be used in other organizations such as airports, airline agencies, urban transportation systems, railway 
organizations, chain stores, chain restaurants, public libraries, and entertainment centers. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Every organization needs to have information about 

the performance of units and branches that work under 
its supervision. This is particularly important in banks. 
Although bank branches do similar jobs, they perform 
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differently, because they work in different conditions. 
Banks are the principal foundation of financial system 
of every country. Collecting resources, allocating re-
sources, and managing the risks are the main jobs of 
banks. The environment in which the banks work is very 
competitive. Therefore, they have to pay an increasing 
attention to their services and to the way that their re-
sources are allocated. 

The efficiency of branches is essential for the con-
tinuation of the activities of the whole banking system, 
because the performance of branches has a direct and 
systematic impact on the whole banking system (Sote-
riou and Stavrinides, 1997). The success of organization 
in properly using inputs and producing more outputs is 
called efficiency (Borhani, 1999). The efficiency of a 
bank branch is not solely dependent on operational costs; 
rather, it is dependent on several other factors such as 
attracting new customers, offering high-quality services, 
and creating satisfaction among customers (Grigoroudis 
et al., 2013). However, the majority of studies, con-
ducted on performance measurement, have focused on 
financial performance of bank branches. In previous 
studies, factors related to customer satisfaction have 
largely been ignored. In the last few decades, the impor-
tance of customer satisfaction has continuously been 
illustrated (Gerson, 1993). Customer satisfaction meas-
urement can help organizations to obtain a clear under-
standing of customer behavior and to identify their ex-
pectations, needs, and tendencies. In addition, it can 
help us to identify the differences between the views of 
organizations’ managers and the views of customers 
regarding the quality of services (Motorola, 1995). In an 
organization such as a bank, customer satisfaction is an 
undeniable factor in the process of performance meas-
urement (Grigoroudis et al., 2013). 

In this study, relative efficiencies of MELLI bank 
branches are evaluated using both operational data and 
the customer satisfaction data (i.e., expectations, satis-
faction, and loyalty), on the basis of data envelopment 
analysis (DEA). In order to quantify the data obtained 
by the questionnaire, a linear programming method 
called multi-criteria satisfaction analysis (MUSA) is 
used. In this study, customer expectation is another fac-
tor that is included in DEA, because the majority of past 
studies have ignored this factor in the evaluation process.  

The next sections of this paper are organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, a literature of past works are re-
viewed. In Section 3, the proposed hybrid approach, 
including criteria for evaluation, MUSA method, and 
three stage DEA method, are developed. In Section 4, 
the case study is presented and the results are discussed. 
Finally, paper will be concluded in Section 5. 

2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Decision-making is the main and the most sensitive 
duty of every manager. The complex and uncertain na-

ture of organizational environments makes the process 
of decision-making difficult. One of the key ways for 
the improvement of decision-making is the regular and 
continuous evaluation of main processes of organization. 
Such evaluations produce useful data by which the pro-
cess of decision-making in the organization can be fa-
cilitated. Performance evaluation has been the subject of 
discussions from the time that the first classical theories 
in management were introduced. The importance of re-
gular and continuous evaluation is now clear for all or-
ganizations. In order to create a performance evaluation 
system, those criteria should be selected that show the 
organizational strategies. These criteria can be keys to 
success in the current and future activities of the organi-
zation. 

Farrell (1957) measured the efficiency of a produc-
tion unit with one input and one output for the first time. 
The method used by Farrell (1957) was suitable for 
measuring technical efficiency as well as the efficiency 
of resource allocation and production function. However, 
Farrell (1957) was not successful in presenting a method 
that could include a number of inputs and outputs. Char-
nes et al. (1978) extended the model proposed by Farrell 
(1957) and presented a model that could measure effi-
ciency with several inputs and outputs. The model pro-
posed by Charnes et al. (1978) was the first formal data 
envelopment analysis approach. Banker et al. (1984). 

DEA is a non-parametric method based on linear 
programming that measures the relative efficiency of 
decision making units (DMUs) with multiple-inputs and 
multiple outputs. In contrast to parametric methods, in 
the DEA, there is no need to know the form of produc-
tion function. Also, there is no limitation in the number 
of inputs and outputs. DEA attracted lots of attentions 
and extended increasingly since the seminal work by 
Charens et al. (1978). The reason for such a great atten-
tion was its ability to examine complex and unknown 
relations among multiple inputs and multiple outputs 
which were usually unquantifiable. 

The evaluation of efficiency in service section has 
widely been studied in various research works. Evaluat-
ing the efficiency of banking institutes has particularly 
been a key subject for a lot of studies in the US, Europe, 
and Asia in the past 20 years. The first studies on the 
evaluation of the performance of firms were based on 
the capability of the firms to transfer inputs into outputs. 
However, in these studies, the real processes by which 
inputs were transferred into outputs were usually ig-
nored (Frei and Harker, 1999). 

2.1 Application of DEA Methods in Banking 
Industries 

The first study on the evaluation of the efficiency 
of bank branches by DEA method was conducted by 
Sherman and Gold (1985). They investigated 14 bank 
branches of the US. Among these branches, only 6 bran-
ches (42% of all studied cases) were efficient. Weak 
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management, size of the branch, number of employees, 
and operational costs were reported to be the reasons of 
inefficiency of other branches. Zenios and Soteriou (1997) 
studied 144 commercial bank branches in Cyprus. Around 
45% of local deposits were in these branches. In the 
study, conducted by Zenios and Soteriou (1997), the 
efficiencies of banking services, profitability, and pro-
duction of branches were considered. With regard to 
position, these branches were divided into three groups: 
urban branches (83 branches), rural branches (41 branches), 
and touristic branches (20 branches). With regard to size, 
they were divided into three groups: large, medium, and 
small.  

Holod and Lewis (2011) believed that the role of 
deposits in the past DEA studies was vague, because in 
some studies deposits were taken as inputs, while in 
others, they were taken as outputs. Holod and Lewis 
(2011) suggested a two-stage approach on the basis of a 
model proposed by Kao and Hwang (2008). In the model 
proposed by Holod and Lewis (2011), the deposits were 
taken as intermediate products. In this way, the produc-
tion approaches and intermediation approaches were 
evaluated within a unified model. Shyu and Chiang (2012) 
studied management efficiency of 123 bank branches in 
Taiwan by a three-stage data envelopment analysis method. 
Shyu and Chiang (2012) found that the results obtained 
by three-stage method were significantly different from 
the results obtained by traditional methods.  

Kord et al. (2011) conducted a study in order to de-
termine relative efficiency of bank branches and to offer 
solutions for improving the efficiency of inefficient bran-
ches. In addition, Kord et al. (2011) presented a method 
for ranking the efficient units by DEA. In their study, 
the inputs were number of employees, number of termi-
nals, and book value. The outputs were the means of four 
main deposits and the offered loans. Seventeen bank 
branches in Sistan and Baluchistan were divided into 
three groups: grades 3, 4, and 5. Then, the efficiency of 
these branches was investigated in three consecutive 
periods. Abrishami et al. (2011) measured the technical 
efficiency of 12 bank branches in Semnan by an output-
oriented DEA approach. They considered four influenc-
ing factors: gender of branches’ employees, proportion 
of fixed assets to overall assets, previous financial per-
formance of branches, and financial conditions of the 
areas in which each branch was located. 

Esmaeili and Horri (2014) used the fuzzy data en-
velopment analysis (DEA) techniques for evaluating and 
ranking the efficiency of online customer satisfaction 
index in eight economic banks in Iran. 

Kwon and Lee (2015) proposed a DEA-BPNN ap-
proach to model a two-stage production process. The 
proposed model enhanced a two-stage DEA by adding 
predictive power through artificial neural network. The 
proposed model was applied data from large U.S. banks. 
Tsolas and Charles (2015) proposed a DEA model to 
measure the efficiency of the Greek banks. Stochastic 
controllable input variable were considered. The pro-

posed frontier screened further some of the “best-in-
class” banks. Wanke and Barros (2015) proposed a me-
thod to is measure the efficiency in Brazilian banking 
using a two-stage process. They discussed the cost effi-
ciency. Moreover, the policy implications for the Brazil-
ian banking sector were also derived. 

Puri and Yadav (2014) proposed a DEA model 
with undesirable outputs in fuzzy environment. The pro-
posed model calculated the positive cross-efficiencies of 
each DMU. Performance of banks in India with fuzzy 
data was measured using the proposed approach. Puri 
and Yadav (2013) proposed a concept of fuzzy input 
mix-efficiency and evaluate the fuzzy input mix-effici-
ency using α-cut approach. Moreover, they developed a 
fuzzy correlation coefficient method using expected 
value approach which calculates the expected intervals 
and expected values of fuzzy correlation coefficients 
between fuzzy inputs and fuzzy outputs. A new method 
for ranking the DMUs on the basis of fuzzy input mix-
efficiency was also proposed. 

Wang et al. (2014) investigated the relations be-
tween the performance of bank holding companies 
(BHCs) and their intellectual capital (IC). They pro-
posed a two-stage DEA model using fuzzy multiple ob-
jective programming approach to calculate the effici-
ency score. They introduced the benchmark that can be 
emulated by inefficient BHCs and help BHC managers 
to develop appropriate strategies needed to enhance their 
overall efficiency.  

Puri and Yadav (2015) proposed a fuzzy DEA to 
intuitionistic fuzzy DEA (IFDEA) in which the input/ 
output data were represented by intuitionistic fuzzy 
numbers (IFNs), in particular triangular IFNs (TIFNs). 
They illustrated different numerical examples and then 
compared the results with an existing ranking approach 
based on geometric average efficiency index. They pre-
sented an application of the proposed approach to the 
banking sector in which two inputs, namely, labour and 
operating expenses possess intuitionistic fuzzy essence 
at branch level, and were represented as TIFNs. 

Stoica et al. (2015) used DEA and principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) to analyze the way in which the 
financial innovation represented by Internet banking 
services could contribute to the enhancement of the 
overall efficiency of Romanian banks. Stoica et al. (2015) 
applied DEA to compute the aggregate efficiency score 
for each of the 24 banks. They utilized PCA to classify 
the banks into different operational strategies groups 
based on their relative efficiency scores.  

Steward et al. (2016) applied a unique data sample 
to capture the development of the Vietnamese banking 
sector over the last decade. They examined bank effi-
ciency in Vietnam using DEA. The results of their re-
search indicated that large and very large banks were 
more efficient than small and medium sized banks with 
small banks having the lowest efficiency scores in the 
system. 

Wanke et al. (2016) proposed new Fuzzy-DEA α-
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level models to assess underlying uncertainty. Further, 
bootstrap truncated regressions with fixed factors were 
used to measure the impact of each model on the effi-
ciency scores and to identify the most relevant contex-
tual variables on efficiency. The proposed models were 
applied in Mozambican banks to handle the underlying 
uncertainty.  

Khalili-Damghani et al. (2016) presented a com-
prehensive fuzzy DEA framework for solving perform-
ance evaluation problems with coexisting desirable in-
put and undesirable output data in the presence of simul-
taneous input-output projection. The proposed frame-
work was designed to handle high-dimensional data and 
missing values. A dimension-reduction method was used 
to improve the discrimination power of the DEA model 
and a preference ratio (PR) method was used to rank the 
interval efficiency scores in the resulting fuzzy envi-
ronment. A real-life pilot study was presented to demon-
strate the applicability of the proposed model and ex-
hibit the efficacy of the procedures and algorithms in 
assessing emerging markets for international banking. 

2.2 Network DEA Applications  

One of the pitfalls of classic DEA modeling is that 
the internal process of a DMU is not seen. So, the ineffi-
ciency cannot be allocated to sub-process of a DMU. In 
practice, a DMU may consists of several sub-processes. 
So, inefficiency of DMU may be the result of ineffi-
ciency of some of these sub-processes. The network 
DEA models were proposed to enhance the aforemen-
tioned issue. One of the earliest network structures is 
two-stage DEA model, in which two serially connected 
sum-DMUs are assumed to work together in the main 
DMU. The inputs of the DMU is assumed as inputs of 
first sub-DMU, the outputs of first sub-DMU, which are 
called intermediate measure, are assumed as inputs of 
second sub-DMUs, concurrently. Finally, the outputs of 
second sub-DMU forms the outputs of main DMU. Fig-
ure 1 presents a pure two stage DEA system.  

Network data envelopment analysis may include 
more than two stages (Fare and Grosskopf, 2000). Kha-
lili-Damghani and Taghavifard (2012) proposed a fuzzy 
two-stage DEA approach for performance measurement 
in supply chains. They used linguistic terms parameter-
ized with fuzzy sets to model qualitative and vague cri-
teria in their proposed fuzzy two-stage approach designed 
for agility performance measurement in supply chains.  

Khalili-Damghani et al. (2012) used the ordinal 
Likert-based data in a new two-stage DEA approach for 
agility performance and illustrated the efficacy of their 
approach in a supply chain. Khalili-Damghani and Ta-
ghavifard (2013) performed sensitivity and stability ana-
lysis in two-stage DEA models with fuzzy data. They 
proposed several models for calculating the stability 
radius in DEA problems with considerable input and 
output variations and uncertainties. Khalili-Damghani 
and Tavana (2013) proposed a new network DEA model 

for measuring the performance of agility in supply chains. 
The uncertainty of the input and output data were mod-
elled with linguistic terms and the proposed model was 
used to measure the performance of agility in a real-life 
case study in the dairy industry. 

Abtahi and Khalili-Damghani, (2011) proposed a 
mathematical formulation for measuring the perform-
ance of agility in supply chains using single-stage fuzzy 
DEA. Khalili-Damghani et al., (2011) applied the pro-
posed formulation of Abtahi and Khalili-Damghani, 
(2011) to measure the efficiency of agility in supply 
chains and used simulation to rank the interval effi-
ciency scores of Abtahi and Khalili-Damghani (2011). 
Recently, Tavana and Khalili-Damghani (2014) pro-
posed a Stackelberg (leader-follower) game theory ap-
proach to prioritize and sequentially decompose the effi-
ciency score of a two-stage structured DMU into a set of 
efficiency scores for its sub-DMUs. Tavana et al. (2013) 
proposed a fuzzy group data envelopment analysis 
model for high-technology project selection at NASA.  

2.3 Non-Financial Criteria in Banking Evaluations 

For many years, the financial criteria of the banks 
(similar to firms of other industries) were the only crite-
ria by which the performances of the banks were evalu-
ated. However, there are still a lot of firms that rely on 
financial criteria for evaluating their performance with-
out paying any attention to the deficiencies of such me-
thods. Financial criteria are based on the history and 
previous performance of a firm. They show the results 
of management methods and commercial activities with-
out indicating “what is wrong” (McNair et al., 1990). 
Throughout the past decades, among the main strategies 
of the banks, the priority has been to use proper policies 
in order to keep current customers, to strengthen their 
loyalty, and to maintain a long-term relationship with 
them. We must bear in mind that the only way to keep 
the customers is to respond to their needs and expecta-
tions and to secure their satisfaction (Grigoroudis et al., 
2013). 

The measurement of customer satisfaction is one of 
the key challenges in all commercial organizations that 
consider it as the main philosophy and the main criterion 
of performance. Customer satisfaction has been defined 
in different ways. The usual definitions are based on 
responding to customers’ expectations. Gerson (1993), 
and Hill (1996) considered satisfaction as a standard for 
confirming customers’ expectations throughout the pro-
cess of offering goods and services. In other words, sat-
isfaction is based on customers’ evaluation of the prod-
uct and the offered services (Yi, 1991). 

Customer satisfaction measurement enables the or-
ganizations to analyze customers’ needs and expecta-
tions within the framework of a connective process. In 
this way, an organization can enjoy competitive advan-
tage in the market. The “Satisfaction analysis” is more 
useful than the “satisfaction measurement,” because in 
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analysis, those factors which have an impact on satisfac-
tion are examined, and a model is made by which the 
mechanisms of such impacts are analyzed. Customer 
satisfaction is a result of his/her judgment on an organi-
zation’s performance. Satisfaction criteria include the 
quality of products and services as well as other factors 
that might have an influence on customer satisfaction. 
Determining the role of these criteria in overall satisfac-
tion function is one of the key points in customer satis-
faction analysis. Therefore, a lot of studies have been 
conducted in order to measure the criteria of customer 
satisfaction and to examine the ways that these criteria 
impact on each other in the overall satisfaction function. 

The multi-criteria satisfaction analysis (MUSA) 
was initially introduced by Siskos et al. (1998) and then 
was discussed by Mehelis et al. (2001). Finally, the 
comprehensive form of this model was presented by 
Grigoroudis and Siskos (2010). The aim of this extended 
model was to measure and analyze customer’s satisfac-
tion. MUSA is a scientific-applied method by which the 
judgments of customers (collected by the questionnaire) 
are transformed into a linear programming model. By 
taking into account and combining the judgments of all 
customers, the degree of customer satisfaction and the 
importance of various factors of satisfaction are meas-
ured. In MUSA technique, customers’ judgments are 
collected by a satisfaction questionnaire. The collected 
data are transformed into an interval scale. In this way, 
customer satisfaction is measured and effective factors 
are identified (Grigoroudis and Siskos, 2010). In MUSA 
model, it is assumed that overall customer satisfaction is 
dependent on a set of criteria or service quality, and 
overall customer satisfaction is determined by a combi-
nation of various factors and criteria. Based on the 
model proposed by Mihelis et al. (2001), customers are 
asked to express their overall degree of satisfaction and 
also their satisfaction on the basis of a set of separate 
criteria. 

2.4 Existing Gap in Previous Researches: Critical 
Analysis 

Based on the literature review accomplished in this 
research, it has been recognized that the previous related 
researches have the following shortcomings: 
• Although there are several qualitative approaches in 

order to measure the customer satisfaction, the quan-
titative methods in this area have rarely be dis-cussed 
clearly. Moreover, no application of quantitative cus-
tomer satisfaction measurement in banking industry 
has been reported in related literature. 

• There are several simple two-stage DEA applications 
in services, industries, agriculture, production, health-
care, banking, insurance, and economy. While network 
and three stage DEA models have extensively been 
developed theoretically, but have seldom been applied 
in the services, industries, agriculture, production, 
healthcare, banking, insurance, and economy.  

• The combination of a qualitative method in order to 
measure the customer satisfaction along with three-
stage network DEA modeling, as well as a meaning-
ful process in which the expectation, satisfaction, and 
loyalty of customers measured quantitatively have 
never been addressed in literature of past works.  

 
In this paper, we are going to address all of the 

above mentioned shortcomings, and to apply the pro-
posed procedure in a real case study in baking industry.  

3. METHODOLOGY 

In this section, first the criteria used in this study, 
including customer expectations, customer satisfactions, 
and customer loyalty, and bank branch operational indi-
ces are defined and illustrated. Then, the conceptual 
model of the study is proposed. Afterwards, the MUSA 
method is discussed. Finally, the proposed three-stage 
DEA model is presented.  

3.1 Evaluation Criteria  

Employees. This criterion refers to the logarithm of the 
number of employees of each branch (employees of 
each branch at the end of financial year 2014). In all 
three stages of efficiency evaluation, this criterion was 
used as an input. 
 
Operational costs. This criterion refers to the opera-
tional costs of every investigated branch. It is a portion 
of overall operational costs of selected branches. Opera-
tional costs is a widely-used variable in the literature of 
DEA and efficiency evaluation of bank branches. This is 
a variable by which the operational efficiency of a bank 
branch can be judged. It must be noted that operational 
costs do not include the costs of personnel. In all three 
stages of efficiency evaluation, this criterion is taken as 
an input. 
 
The evaluation of employees. This criterion shows the 
results of the evaluation of employees in each investi-
gated branch. In this study, it is based on the annual eva-
luation of the employees of MELLLI bank. The data are 
obtained by calculating the mean of scores of employee 
evaluation on the basis of a 5-points Likert scale. This 
parameter has been taken from service-profit chain the-
ory according to which the good performance of an em-
ployee is a determining factor for quality of products 
and services. This parameter is related to meeting cus-
tomers’ expectations and securing their satisfaction. In 
all three stages of efficiency evaluation, it is used as an 
input. 
 
Customer expectations. This variable refers to meeting 
customer expectations and can be obtained by questions 
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regarding the degree of customer satisfaction. This pa-
rameter is measured on the basis of a 5-points Likert 
scale. It is obtained by calculating the mean of custom-
ers’ judgment in each branch. In the efficiency evalua-
tion model of this study, this parameter was taken as the 
output of the first stage and the input of the second stage. 
 
Deposits. This criterion is one of the commonest pa-
rameters in efficiency evaluation of bank branches by 
DEA. In this study, the value of this parameter was ob-
tained on the basis of figures related to the financial year 
of 2014. It was a portion of overall deposits of investi-
gated branches. In the efficiency evaluation model of 
this research, this parameter was taken as the output of 
the first stage and the input of second stage. 
 
Customer satisfaction. In evaluating the efficiency of 
bank branches, customer satisfaction is extremely im-
portant. This criterion is the result of all customer ex-
pectations that are met by bank branches. Customer loy-
alty is highly reliant on this parameter. The data are col-
lected by customer satisfaction questionnaire. Then, they 
are analyzed by MUSA method. MUSA method is an 
ordinal regression model which is based on the princi-
ples of multi-criteria decision-making methods. Cus-
tomer satisfaction is evaluated by taking into account a 
number of criteria such as variety of services, perform-
ance of branches’ employees, and degree of access to 
branches (Mihelis et al., 2001). These data are collected 
on the basis of satisfaction criteria. Then, they are quan-
tified by MUSA method in a range of 0%-100%. In the 
efficiency evaluation model of the present study, this 
criterion is taken as the output of the second stage and 
the input of the third stage. 
 
Offered loans. This criterion is used in many applica-
tions of DEA in banking industry. This criterion is usu-
ally taken as an output variable. In this study, it is a por-
tion of all offered loans in all investigated branches in 
the financial year of 2014. In the efficiency evaluation 
model of this study, this criterion is taken as the output 
of the third stage. 
 
New current accounts. In the present study, this crite-
rion is based on the figures of financial year 2014. It is a 
portion of all new current accounts in investigated 
branches. In the past few years, attracting cheap re-
sources, especially current accounts, has been one of the 
priorities of Iranian banks. In the efficiency evaluation 
model of the present study, this criterion is taken as the 
output of the third stage. 
 
Customer loyalty. The final criterion refers to the loy-
alty of customers, which is an observable asset for every 
organization. This criterion is particularly important for 
banks. The data related to this criterion are collected by 
a number of questions in customer satisfaction question-
naire. In these questions, customers are asked to name 

the banks form which they have received services (at 
most 7 seven banks). Receiving services from a small 
number of banks shows that the customer is loyal to that 
small number of banks (Grigoroudis et al., 2013). 

3.2 Conceptual Model of the Research 

In the classical model of DEA, a DMU is taken as 
the “black box.” In this approach, it is assumed that all 
inputs are simultaneously presented in DMU and all out-
puts are simultaneously produced by DMU. Although 
this one-stage approach offers an understanding of in-
ternal structure of bank branch, it cannot be investigated 
the important roles of all effective iterant parameters of 
the system. Because of cause-effect relationship between 
various criteria of customer satisfaction (such as expec-
tations and loyalty), a one-stage process cannot be used. 

So, in this study, a three-stage network DEA model 
is suggested in order to handle the relationships among 
the data of customer satisfaction, employee evaluation, 
and financial performance. The aim of this model is to 
evaluate the relative efficiency of every stage of offering 
services to customers in bank branches. Figure 1 shows 
the suggested internal structure of a bank branch (i.e., 
the proposed three stage DMU) in which three levels of 
services are offered to customers. These levels are taken 
as decision making sub-units (DMSU): 
• DMSU 1 (level 1): customer expectation confirmation 
• DMSU 2 (level 2): customer satisfaction performance 
• DMSU 3 (level 3): operational results of customer sa-

tisfaction 
 
The fundamental logic of this model is based on 

this assumption that a bank branch puts all its resources 
(i.e., number of employees, capabilities of employees, 
and operational costs) together in order to offer its prod-
ucts and services (i.e., deposits, offered loans, and new 
bank accounts) to customers and to secure their satisfac-
tion (i.e., expectation confirmation, satisfactory perfor-
mance and loyalty). This three-stage process has been 
confirmed in several customer behavior analysis model 
(Oliver, 1997; Varva, 1997; Grigoroudis andSiskos, 2010). 
According to this theory, customer expectation confir-
mation is the element by which customer satisfaction is 
secured. Also, customer loyalty is the direct result of 
customer satisfaction. 

In the model used in this study, it is assumed that 
the set of deposits function as intermediate measures, 
because it is one of the outputs of the second stage and 
one of the inputs of third stage. Therefore, deposits are 
considered to be the direct results of customer expecta-
tion confirmation and a source for the production of 
products and offering services in bank branches. Also, 
number of employees, operational costs, and employee 
evaluation are common inputs in all three stages. The 
first two variables are the common inputs of DEA mod-
els for evaluating the efficiency of bank branches. On 
the other hand, the evaluation of employees is a criterion 
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for the quality of human resources in service-profit chain 
approach. 

In this model, according to the process shown in 
Figure 1, the process of offering services in bank bran-
ches includes three sub-stages. In each sub-stage, a deci-
sion is made on the way that inputs are used as well as 
their processing (DMSU). In the first sub-process, num-
ber of employees of the branch, operational costs of the 
branch, and evaluation scores of employees produce the 
outputs or customer expectations. This is a process which 
is called customer expectation confirmation. In this sub-
process, branches cannot produce high-quality product 
or offer high-quality services without meeting the needs 
of customers. 

In the second sub-process, which is called the eva-
luation of customer satisfaction performance, the input 

of customer expectation (produced in the previous stage) 
and the resources of branch (number of employees, op-
erational costs, employee evaluation) are transformed 
into the degree of customer satisfaction, which is quanti-
fied by MUSA method, and the amount of deposits. It is 
assumed that these inputs are able to produce more de-
posits as a direct result of meeting customer needs. 

In the third sub-process, which is called operational 
results and the results of customer satisfaction, the in-
puts (i.e., degree of customer satisfaction, amount of de-
posits, number of employees of the branch, operational 
costs of the branch, and scores of evaluating employees) 
are transformed into final outputs of the system (i.e., 
amount of offered loans, the number of new current ac-
counts, and customer loyalty). The first two variables 
are the commonest outputs in the evaluation of the effi-

Decision-Making
Sub-Unit 1

Decision-Making
Sub-Unit 2

Number of employees

Operational costs

Scores of employees’
evaluation

Customer expectation

Number of employees

Operational costs

Scores of employees’
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evaluation

Customer 
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Sum of deposits and 
savings 
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C
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N
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Decision-Making
Sub-Unit 3

 
Figure 1. The internal three-stage processes of MELLI bank branches. 
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ciency of bank branches by DEA method. In this stage, 
it is assumed that branch resources, attracted deposits, 
and customer satisfaction performance are combined 
together to produce higher operational results and cus-
tomer loyalty. 

If the production process is divided into separate 
levels, every bank branch has three sub-processes (DMSU) 
with different input and output variables. The main aim 
of the model is to find whether each DMSU can prop-
erly use its inputs to produce the intended outputs. Also, 
it aims to find whether the investigated branch (DMU) is 
able to confirm customer expectations (level 1), to se-
cure customer satisfaction (level 2), and finally to pro-
duce good commercial results and to secure customer 
loyalty (level 3). Therefore, using this model, we can 
evaluate the efficiency at three levels. It enables us to 
find whether the overall inefficiency is the result of inef-
ficiency at one level or all levels. Also, it enables us to 
find which level needs improvement. 

3.3 Multi-criteria Satisfaction Analysis (MUSA) 
Method 

The main goal of MUSA method is to combine the 
judgments of customers in a summative function. It is 
assumed that the overall customer satisfaction is based 
on a set of n criteria. This set of criteria is shown by X = 

(x1, x2, …, xn). In this study, five criteria were used for 
the measurement of customer satisfaction in the banks. 
These criteria are presented in Table 1. 

The customers expressed their degree of overall 
satisfaction and also their degree of satisfaction on the 
basis of a set of satisfaction criteria (xi, i = 1, …, 5) as 
presented in Table 1. This is done by a questionnaire 
with interval scale as shown in Figure 2. 

MUSA method is based on ordinal regression 
analysis rules. By obtaining the summative function of 
overall satisfaction (Y*) and a set of functions of satis-
faction criteria (Xi

*, i = 1, …, 5), this method tries to 
create the maximum degree of consistency between ove-
rall satisfaction of customers and satisfaction criteria.  

The equation of ordinal regression analysis of 
MUSA has a model in the following form: 

 
* *

1

n

i i
i

Min Z Y b X
=

= − ∑  (1) 

s.t. 

1
1

n

i
i

b
=

=∑  (2) 

 
Where, Y* andXi

* have been normalized in [0-100] 
interval, bi is the weight of criteria i. Based on the 
above-mentioned model and a pair of error variables, 
ordinal regression equation is in the following form: 

 
Table 1. Criteria of customer satisfaction in bank branches 

X5 X4 X3 X2 X1 

Access to the bankMethod of offering services Mental image of bankProducts (services) Employees of branches 
 

 
Figure 2. Banking customers’ satisfaction hierarchical structure. 
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* *

1

n

i i
i

Y Xb σ σ+ −

=

= − +∑%  (3) 

 
Where 

*Y%  is an estimation of the value of overall 
function 

*,Y σ +
 and σ −

 are the positive and negative 
deviation variables, respectively. Formula (3) can be 
used for all customers who have expressed their satis-
faction judgments. Therefore, a pair of error variables 
should be used for every customer separately (Grigoro-
udis and Siskos, 2010). Table 2 presents all notations 
used in MUSA modeling approach. 

Finally, MUSA model is presented in the following 
form which is a linear goal programming model. In this 
model, the sum of deviation variables show the extent to 
which the combination of satisfaction criteria is different 
from overall satisfaction for the customer j. 
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mz 0, m≥ ∀  (8) 

ikw 0 , ,  i k≥ ∀  (9) 
0,j jδ + ≥ ∀  (10) 

0,j jδ − ≥ ∀  (11) 
 
Because the data collected by the questionnaire are 

based on an ordinal scale, instead of using the value of 
responses, the intervals among the options are used. 
Therefore, zero is assigned to the first option of each 
question. From the second option to the last option, the 
interval variable (wik) is defined among the options of 
criterion i. Therefore, the last option of criterion i is as-
signed (k+1) multiplied by wik (interval variable). The 
sum of all interval variables in criterion i is taken as 
100%. For satisfaction criterion i and overall satisfaction, 
the measurement scale (between 0 and 100) is normal-
ized. This has been shown in Figure 3. 

Based on Figure 3, as can be seen for criterion i, if 
the respondent selects an option between “Complete 
disagreement” and “Complete agreement”, the selection 
of wik is proportionate to his/her response. For example, 
if he/she selects the option of “To some extent agree-
ment” for criterion i, the interval value of wi1 +wi2 is 
used. In the model (4)-(11), for each customer, a con-
straint is developed. The responses of customer j to all n 
criteria are included in a linear form, and its deviation 
from the interval value of overall satisfaction value (zm), 
which is developed in a way completely similar to the 
way that wik is developed, is obtained by the variables of 

 
Table 2. The parameters and variables used in MUSA method 

Y Overall customer satisfaction 
α  Number of levels of overall customer satisfaction (response options) 

my  Level (option) m in overall satisfaction (m = 1, 2, …, α) 

mz  The distance between m and m+1 in overall satisfaction 
n The number of satisfaction criteria 

ix  Partial satisfaction of customer in criterion i (i = 1, 2, …, n) 
iα  The number of levels of satisfaction (response options) for criterion i 
k
ix  Level (option) k in criterion i (k = 1, 2, …, αi) 

ikw  The distance between level k and level k+1 in criterion i 
*y  The value of function y 

*my  The value of ym (level m in overall satisfaction) 
*
ix  The value of function xi 

*k
ix  The value of xi

k (level k in criteria i) 
M Number of customers 

jy  Option selected by customer j in overall satisfaction (j = 1, 2, …, M) 
j

ix  Option selected by customer j in criteria i (j = 1, 2, …, M) 

σ +  The deviation (error) of high estimation 

σ −  The deviation (error) of low estimation 
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“deviation from goal” (i.e., j j,+ −σ σ ) The aim of the mo-
del (4)-(11) is to minimize deviations from the ideal (for 
all customers) by assigning proper values to measure-
ment scales. In model (4)-(11), M is the number of cus-
tomers. The variable yi shows the option selected by cu-
stomer j for the overall satisfaction criterion, and xi

j 
shows the option selected by customer j for criterion i. 
For example, if the fifth customer (j = 5) selects “To some 
extent agreement” for the first criterion (i = 1), the value 
of 

j=5
i=1x  is equal to 3. On the other hand, it is the sum of 

two interval variables of the first criterion (w11 + w12).  
After solving the model (4)-(11) and finding the 

optimal values of interval variables, the optimum scale 
of interval measurement is also obtained. The optimal 
value of all levels of satisfaction criteria and overall 
criterion has the minimum deviation from the opinions 
of all customers. For criterion iat level k, the value is 

calculated using equation 

11
*

1 1
100 / .
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k

i it it
t t

X w w
α −−

= =

= ∑ ∑  For over-

all satisfaction, it is calculated by equation 
1
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m
m

t
t

Y z
−

=

= ∑  

(Grigoroudis and Siskos, 2010). 
 This model (4)-(11) includes M+2 constraints and  

n

i=1
2m + ( -1) + ( 1)iα α −∑  variables. By creating a sys- 

tematic approach among satisfaction criteria and over-
all customer satisfaction, the MUSA method estimates 
the interval of measurement scale. In addition, it ob-
tains the weights of satisfaction criteria using ib =   

iα 1

it
t 1

w /100
−

=
∑ equation. 

As mentioned, the values of variables are calcu-
lated on the basis of optimal answer of model (4)-(11) as 
follows (Grigoroudis andSiskos, 2010). 
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3.4 Three-Stage Data Envelopment Analysis 
Model 

The suggested three-stage data envelopment analy-
sis model of this study is developed in an output-ori-
ented multiplier form with constant return to scale as-
sumptions. The following model is proposed to measure 
the efficiency score of a three-stage structure. 
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Where, s refers to the level of sub-process or the in-

ternal stage of DMU. As mentioned, the DMU of pro-
posed model has three stages (s = 1, 2, 3). It is assumes 
that each DMUs (j = 1, 2, …, n) has m inputs (i = 1, 2, 
…, m) which are shared in all three stages. The defini-
tion of other indices, variables, and parameters used in 
model (15)-(22) is presented in Table 3. 

The constraint (16) of model is related to overall 
efficiency of DMUs. Constraint (17) is related to the 
efficiency of the first sub-process of DMUs which have 
m inputs and k1 outputs. Constraint (18) is related to the 
efficiency of the second sub-process of DMUs which 
have k1+m inputs and k2 outputs. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 1, outputs of the first stage are inputs of the second 
stage. The constraint (19) is related to the efficiency of 
the third sub-process of DMUs which have k2+m inputs 

…

Complete Disagreement Disagreement To some extent agreement Agreement Complete Agreement

1 0iX = 2
iX 3

iX k
iX 1 100k

iX + =

ikWi2Wi1W

 
Figure 3. The scales of MUSA model. 
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and k3 outputs. It must be noted that the constraints (16)-
(19) do not allow the efficiency of DMUs and DMSUs 
to take a value larger than 1. Finally, the constraint (20) 
refers to the linearization. Constraints (21)-(22) define 
the decision variables. In this model, the outputs of the 
third stage are also assumed as the outputs of DMUs. 
The ε is a very small positive value which prevents the 
decision variables to become zero. Therefore, it prevents 
the exclusion of input and output variables. After solv-
ing the model by LINGO software, the overall effi-
ciency of DMUs is obtained. Using the obtained coeffi-
cients and based on the definition of relative efficiency, 
the efficiency of each sub-process of DMSUs is calcu-
lated by equations (23)-(25). 
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4.  CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION OF 
THE RESULTS 

In this section, the data related to MUSA method 
and proposed three-stage DEA are presented and discus-

sed. Bank MELLI Iran (BMI), is the first national Ira-
nian bank. The bank was established in 1927 by the or-
der of the Iranian Parliament and since then has consis-
tently been one of the most influential Iranian banks. In 
1931 the Iranian Parliament authorized the MELLI bank 
to print and distribute the Iranian currency Rial. BMI 
acted as the central bank of Iran until Bank MARKAZI 
was established in 1960, after which all of its central ban-
king responsibilities were transferred to the new central 
bank. Since 1933, BMI has grown to become a large re-
tail bank with several domestic and international bran-
ches. BMI opened its first foreign branch in Hamburg, 
Germany, in 1965. BMI is now the largest commercial 
retail bank in Iran and in the Middle East with over 3,300 
branches and 43,000 employees. Bank MELLI Iran is 
owned and operated by the government of Iran. The 
whole proposed procedure of this study is applied on 30 
homogenous branches of MELLI bank in Iran. 

According to number of inputs and outputs in the 
proposed DEA model, this sample fulfills the discrimi-
nation conditions for efficiency scores. Twenty question-
naires are distributed among the customers of each bran-
ches. Totally 600 questionnaires have been gathered in 
all 30 branches. The questionnaires contain questions 
about customer expectations, customer satisfaction, and 
customer loyalty. Moreover, other operational data (i.e., 
number of employees, operational costs, score of em-
ployee’s evaluation, offered loans, new accounts) are col-
lected based on annual reports of each branch. The re-
sults of MUSA, as well as three-stage DEA model are 
presented and discussed in the next sub-sections, respec-
tively. Operational data gathered from bank branches 
are presented in Table 4.  

4.1 Customer Satisfaction Measurement 

After collecting the data of the customers of 30 
MELLI bank branches through questionnaires, MUSA 

Table 3. The parameters and variables used in three-stage DEA model 

m Number of inputs 
n Number of DMUs 
S Number of stages 
ks Number of outputs at stage s 
i Index of input (i = 1, …, m) 
j Index of DMU (j = 1, …, n) 
o Index of DMU under consideration 
s Index of stage (s = 1, …, S) 
rs Index of outputs at stage s (rs = 1, …, ks) 

, 1, , ; 1, ,ij i m j nx = =L L  Value of Input i of DMU j 
, 1, , ; 1, , ; 1, ,

sr j s sr k sy S j n= = =L L L  Value of Output r at stage s for DMU j 
, 1, , ;s

iv s S i m= =L L  Weight of input i at stage s 
,

sru 1, ,s sr k= L  The weight of output r at stage s 
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model (4)-(11) was coded and executed in LINGO soft-
ware. It is notable that a standard questionnaire based on 
relevant research works by Mihelis et al. (2001) and 
Grigoroudis et al. (2013) was designed and used in or-
der to collect data of the customers regarding expecta-
tion, satisfaction, and loyalty. So, the reliability, verifi-
cation, and validity of the used questionnaire had been 
proofed. The applied questionnaire has been presented 
in Appendix A. The source codes of MUSA method are 
presented in Appendix B. Table 5 shows the results of 
customer satisfaction measurement for all investigated 
branches separately. The branch names cannot be pre-
sented due to administrative policies. 

Based on the data mentioned in Table 5, the mini-
mum satisfaction is related to B5 (71.32%) and the ma-
ximum satisfaction is related to B29 (85.62%). The geo-
metrical means of satisfaction (calculated by MUSA 
method) of all branches is 76.93%, which is a high score. 
Also, the mean of expressed customers’ satisfaction for 
all branches is 75.60%. 

 
4.1.1 The Weights of Satisfaction Aspects by MUSA 

Method 
One of the applications of MUSA method is the 

calculation of satisfaction criteria weights in overall sati-
sfaction function. In this method, by minimizing the de-

Table 4. Operational data of bank branches 

Percentage of Total Branch Number of Employees*  
(Logarithm) Operational Cost** Deposits*** Loans**** New accounts*****

B1 1 0.0141 0.0219 0.0101 0.0154 
B2 1 0.0256 0.0311 0.0106 0.0444 
B3 0.9542 0.0354 0.0401 0.0088 0.0363 
B4 1.0792 0.0435 0.0431 0.0314 0.0408 
B5 0.9542 0.0916 0.0896 0.0533 0.0389 
B6 0.9542 0.0186 0.0243 0.0168 0.0417 
B7 1.1139 0.0268 0.0326 0.0185 0.0145 
B8 1.1461 0.024 0.0291 0.0294 0.0317 
B9 0.903 0.0447 0.023 0.0218 0.0163 
B10 1 0.0254 0.0245 0.0139 0.0625 
B11 0.903 0.026 0.0328 0.0082 0.0172 
B12 0.845 0.0332 0.0297 0.048 0.019 
B13 1 0.0362 0.0335 0.0392 0.0262 
B14 0.9542 0.035 0.0262 0.0315 0.029 
B15 0.903 0.0332 0.0305 0.036 0.0235 
B16 1.1461 0.0454 0.0469 0.0429 0.0254 
B17 0.9031 0.0312 0.0342 0.0389 0.0199 
B18 0.8451 0.0258 0.031 0.0373 0.0181 
B19 0.9031 0.0297 0.0254 0.0344 0.0163 
B20 0.9031 0.31 0.0266 0.0296 0.0263 
B21 1.0414 0.02 0.03 0.0381 0.039 
B22 0.9542 0.0227 0.0335 0.0406 0.0408 
B23 1.1139 0.0263 0.0309 0.0389 0.0354 
B24 0.9031 0.019 0.0268 0.0373 0.0399 
B25 0.9542 0.0398 0.034 0.0503 0.0462 
B26 1.0413 0.0313 0.031 0.0457 0.0408 
B27 1 0.0214 0.0247 0.0353 0.0389 
B28 1 0.0457 0.0361 0.0473 0.0507 
B29 0.9031 0.0533 0.0398 0.0541 0.0544 
B30 0.9542 0.0429 0.0364 0.0488 0.0526 

* Log of number of employees per branch. 
** Branch operational cost as % of total cost. 
*** Branch deposits as % of total deposits. 
**** Branch loans as % of total loans. 
***** Number of new bank accounts as % of total new accounts. 
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viation of the sum of satisfaction criteria from overall 
satisfaction (expressed by customers), the weight of each 
satisfaction aspect in overall satisfaction function is de-
termined by taking into account the responses of all cus-
tomers. Figure 4, presents the criteria weights in the right 
and those mentioned in the left are related to geometri-
cal means of criteria scores (given by the customers).  

In the process of determining overall satisfaction 
by MUSA method, the maximum weight belongs to 
bank employees (34.4%). In other words, the majority of 
respondents gave a high weight to the criteria of bank 
employees. The minimum weight belongs to bank ser-
vices. The majority of respondents expressed their dis-
satisfaction at modern services (electronic services) and 
interest rates of MELLI bank deposits. These criteria are 
assumed to be very important in the banking system and 
the managerial system should pay enough attention in 
order to enhance them for competitive aims. Hence, it is 
necessary for MELLI bank managers to employ effec-
tive strategies in order to improve the quality of banking 
services. 

The summarization of customers’ expectation, sat-
isfaction, and loyalty are presented in Table 6.  

Both data in Table 4, and Table 6 are used in NDEA 
model in order to assess the performance of customer 
services in bank branches. 

4.2 Evaluating the Efficiency of Branches 

The model (15)-(22) is coded in LINGO soft-ware. 
The source codes of NDEA model are proposed in Ap-
pendix C. The optimal weights in DEA were evaluated 
by the proposed model (15)-(22). In order to obtain the 
efficiency of DMUs and DMSUs, the Eq. (23)-Eq. (25) 
were used. Based on the results obtained by the execu-
tion of model (15)-(22) and Eq. (23)-Eq. (25), as shown 
in Table 5, only B1, B21, B22, and B24 were efficient at 
all three levels of their internal processes. There was not 
any other branch efficient in one or two DMSUs. Only 
B1, B21, B22, and B24 received an overall efficiency 
score of 100%. Based on the results obtained in this 
study, a full efficiency can be achieved only when the 
branch is efficient at all levels of DMSUs.  

Branches B1, B21, B22, and B24 managed to meet 
customer needs (level 1). Among these branches, three 
branches were in rural areas. In such areas, there is less 
competition and the number of customers is limited. 
Table 7 presents the relative efficiency of overall proc-
ess and each of customer service sub-process. 

 
4.2.1 Managerial Implications 

Regarding the rest bank branches, the most impor-

Table 5. Results of Customer Satisfaction Measurement by MUSA Method 

Branch Degree of satisfaction Branch Degree of satisfaction Branch Degree of satisfaction 
B1 %75.87 B11 %74.38 B21 %80.66 
B2 %74.91 B12 %73.42 B22 %81.75 
B3 %72.01 B13 %72.66 B23 %83.73 
B4 %71.51 B14 %71.51 B24 %84.08 
B5 %71.32 B15 %71.81 B25 %83.44 
B6 %80.23 B16 %74.37 B26 %84.05 
B7 %81.07 B17 %73.33 B27 %83.46 
B8 %71.61 B18 %72.65 B28 %83.89 
B9 %71.60 B19 %71.90 B29 %85.62 
B10 %78.80 B20 %72.53 B30 %84.81 

 

 
Figure 4. Weights and scores of satisfaction aspects. 
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tant findings are listed as follows. 
• Branches B5, B6, B12, B25, and B29 are efficient at 

levels 2 and 3. However, because of their performance 
at level 1 (i.e., 99.70%, 99.79%, 99.86%, 99.90%, and 
99.64%), they did not manage to achieve full effi-
ciency. In other words, these branches did not manage 
to completely meet customer expectations, although 
degree of satisfaction of customers and their loyalty is 
relatively high. In such branches, the rise of customer 
expectation in a competitive environment could de-
crease degree of satisfaction among customers as well 

as their loyalty. 
• Branches B2 and B18 are efficient at level 2. Achiev-

ing a high level of satisfaction is not based on cus-
tomer expectation confirmation, and it cannot create 
high operational results and loyal customers. 

• Branches B10 and B30 were efficient at level 3. In 
other words, they emphasized operational results. These 
results can be explained by the performance of the 
branches in area related to new current accounts. The 
scores of overall efficiency of these branches were 
relatively high (99.45% and 99.64%). The perform-

Table 6. Customer services data 

DMU Employee evaluation* Customer expectations** Customer satisfaction*** Customer loyalty**** 
B1 3.3 3.7333 0.7587 4.2 
B2 2.1 3.6666 0.7491 3.8666 
B3 3.5 3.2 0.7201 3.4666 
B4 4 3.0666 0.07151 4.9333 
B5 3.5 3.4666 0.7132 4.1333 
B6 3 3.8666 0.8023 5.2666 
B7 3.1 3.6666 0.8108 5.4 
B8 3.7 3.9333 0.7161 4.4 
B9 4.5 3.8 0.716 4.7333 
B10 4.1 3.9333 0.778 5.2 
B11 3.2 3.7333 0.7438 3.9333 
B12 2.5 3.6 0.7342 3.2666 
B13 3.5 3.1333 0.7266 3.1333 
B14 3.3 3.4 0.7151 5.1333 
B15 2.8 3.2666 0.7181 3.7333 
B16 3.6 3.8 0.7437 4.0666 
B17 3.8 3.9333 0.7333 3.6666 
B18 3.3 3.4 0.7265 3.8666 
B19 3.7 3.2666 0.719 4.7333 
B20 4.3 3.4666 0.7253 0.4 
B21 1.3 4.4 0.8066 5 
B22 2.6 4.333 0.8175 5.4 
B23 3.2 4.4666 0.8373 5.0666 
B24 3.9 4.2 0.8402 5.5333 
B25 2.9 4.2 0.8344 4.6666 
B26 3.4 4.1333 0.8405 4.2666 
B27 3.7 4.2666 0.8365 4.8 
B28 3.8 4.2 0.8389 5.3333 
B29 4.2 3.9333 0.8562 0.5 
B30 4.1 4.6 0.8481 5.4666 

* Average overall evaluation of employees (1-5 scale) gathered by questionnaires. 
** Average confirmation of customer expectations (1-5 scale) gathered by questionnaires. 
*** Average customer satisfaction index (0-100 % scale) calculated by MUSA method. 
**** Average number of collaborating banks for branch customers (0-7 scale) gathered by questionnaires. 
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ance of branch B30 at levels 1 and 2 shows that there 
is a significant progress in customer expectation con-
firmation and also an increase in customer satisfaction. 

• Finally, branches B3, B4, B7, B8, B9, B11, B13, B14, 
B15, B16, B17, B19, B20, B23, B26, B27, and B28 
were inefficient at all levels of internal processes. 
They had the lowest overall efficiency score (from 
67.48% to 95.51%). All in all, these branches had a 
relatively low operational performance and low qual-
ity services. It must be noted that these branches were 
located in highly-competitive environments and cen-
ters of big cities. 

The overall performance of branches at the first 
level offering services is relatively low, because the 
mean of overall efficiency scores of first DMSUs is ap-
proximately 81.94%. The lowest eight efficiency scores 
of the first stage belong to those branches which are 
located in area with high commercial activities and big 
cities. It must be noted that relative efficiency score in 
the majority of DMSUs of the first stage (compared to 
DMSUs of the second and third stages) is low. It shows 
that the bank is not successful in customer expectation 
confirmation sub-process. In fact based on Grigoroudis 
et al., 2013, failure in customer expectation confirma-

Table 7. Relative efficiency of overall process and each of customer service sub-process 

Third sub-process 
(Efficiency of loyalty)

Second sub-process 
(Efficiency of satisfaction) 

First sub-process 
(Efficiency of expectations)Overall efficiency Branch 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 B1 
98.81 100.00 80.02 98.59 B2 
67.82 95.34 64.01 67.48 B3 
79.42 91.50 57.57 78.64 B4 
100.00 100.00 54.04 99.70 B5 
100.00 100.00 70.01 99.79 B6 
76.69 90.20 72.21 85.30 B7 
70.72 79.76 75.98 67.47 B8 
85.96 85.21 83.48 85.19 B9 
100.00 88.83 72.66 99.45 B10 
74.45 93.73 87.66 73.87 B11 
100.00 100.00 92.61 99.86 B12 
75.60 93.99 66.37 74.87 B13 
92.29 91.06 75.76 91.47 B14 
82.28 91.68 78.12 79.59 B15 
80.84 75.29 71.46 71.59 B16 
83.93 89.86 89.27 83.43 B17 
90.38 100.00 83.77 90.10 B18 
88.01 94.07 74.59 87.35 B19 
73.92 92.24 76.94 73.36 B20 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 B21 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 B22 
83.72 90.91 88.06 82.02 B23 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 B24 
100.00 100.00 95.31 99.90 B25 
94.56 93.02 85.25 93.35 B26 
89.37 94.58 92.99 88.73 B27 
95.98 93.96 87.80 95.51 B28 
100.00 100.00 87.63 99.74 B29 
100.00 90.84 94.74 99.64 B30 
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tion can lead to lower operational results, lower cus-
tomer satisfaction, and lower customer loyalty. This is 
particularly the case when the branches are working in a 
highly-competitive environment. 

In the second level of service-offering process, the 
mean of efficiency scores of all DMSUs is 93.87%. 
Eleven branches are efficient at this level. It must be 
added that in branches with higher efficiency (such as 
B10, B26, B28, and B30), the efficiency score of second 
DMSUs, compared to the efficiency scores of third 
DMSUs, is lower. Moreover, those branches which have 
lower efficiency (DMUs of B3, B4, B8, B11, B13, B15, 
and B20) have a higher efficiency score in the second 
DMSUs (compared to the third DMSUs).This shows the 
capability of efficient DMUs in converting the customer 
satisfaction into high commercial results. It also shows 
the importance of customer satisfaction in the process of 
offering services by bank branches. 

Finally, the overall performance of DMUs at the 
third level is relatively high. The overall mean effici-
ency score of DMSUs is 95.89%. Based on the results of 
this study, 11 branches (almost one-third of the branches) 
are efficient at this level. It shows the willingness of 
investigated bank to achieve high operational results and 
customer loyalty. The majority of efficient branches were 
in competitive areas.  

 Figure 5-Figure 7 show efficiency of pairs of sub-
processes. The efficiency scores of the branches in vari-
ous stages of offering services are shown by vertical and 
horizontal axis. In this way, they can help the managers 
of the bank in the process of decision-making. For ex-
ample, the DMUs of B4, B7, B8, B10, B14, B15, B16, 
and B20 are in the below-left quarter of Figures 5. This 
quarter includes DMUs with the lowest efficiency scores 
in the first and second. Not only were these branches 
weak in meeting the needs of customers, but also they 
performed weakly at the second level of offering ser-
vices. The results show that a higher level of inputs (par-
ticularly employee evaluation) cannot produce a higher 
level of outputs. 

 

 
Figure 5. Efficiency of first and second sub-processes. 

 
Figure 6. Efficiency of second and third sub-processes. 

 

 
Figure 7. Efficiency of first and third sub-processes. 

 
DMUs of B4, B7, B8, B9, B15, B16, B17, B20, 

and B23 have the lowest efficiency scores in the second 
and third DMSUs, because they are in the below-left 
quarter of Figure 7 = 6. Not only did these branches 
have a weak performance at the second level of offering 
services, but also they performed weakly in securing 
customer satisfaction. In addition, the operational results 
were weak, particularly offered loans and new accounts. 

The majority of branches, which have gaps in ser-
vice-offering in the second and third DMSUs in Figure 6, 
are a sub-set of DMUs with lowest efficiency scores in 
first and second DMSUs. It shows that a gap at the first 
and second levels of the processes of offering services 
may cause a potential gaps at the third level.  

4.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

A comprehensive sensitivity analysis is conducted 
in order to making a better sense of the performance of 
proposed method and the effects of criteria on efficiency 
score of the system. As depicted in Figure 1, and based 
on a deep interview with operational managers of bank 
branches, the operational cost, the scores of employees’ 
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evaluation, and the customer satisfaction were selected 
for sensitivity analysis. The considered scenarios for sen-
sitivity analysis are summarized in Table 8.  

Two main classes of scenarios were planned. In 
type I, just one of the considered criteria was changed 
(decreased/increased). The first class of scenarios helped 
us to recognize the effect of a single change in one crite-
ria on efficiency score of all bank branches in the sys-
tem. Six scenarios in the first class were considered. In 
type II, multiple changes of inputs/outputs were consid-
ered in order to recognize the synergy and multiple ef-
fects of changes of inputs/outputs on efficiency score of 
the bank branches in the system. Eight scenarios were 
considered in the second class. 

In the all 14 scenarios of sensitivity analysis, two 
types of changes (i.e., 10% increase, and 10% of decre-
ase) are considered using three main inputs/outputs. The 
proposed three-stage network DEA model was run for 
all eight scenarios. The results of efficiency scores for 
type I scenarios (i.e., single change) and type II scenar-
ios (i.e., multiple changes) are presented in Table 9 and 
Table 10, respectively. 

It can be concluded from Table 9 that each of se-
lected criterion has direct effects on efficiency scores. In 
the last row of Table 9, the average efficiency score for 
each scenario is presented. It is clear that the maximum 
average efficiency score is equal to 89.87 and is for 3 
scenario in the first class (i.e., single change). This means 
that the increase of customer satisfaction criterion is the 
most effective criterion for efficiency of bank branches. 
The sixth scenario in this class justifies the importance 
of decrease in customer satisfaction level, as the sixth 

scenario in which the customer satisfaction has been 
decreased 10% in comparison with the original data has 
the minimum average efficiency score equal to 87.34. 
Figure 8 presents the average efficiency score of all sce-
narios in first class. 

Table 10 shows the results of efficiency score for 
multiple change scenarios.  

It can be concluded form Table 10 that the increase 
and decrease in inputs/outputs will change the efficiency 
score of DMUs (i.e., bank branches). The average of 
efficiency scores of all branches using original data and 
all 8 multiple change scenarios, reveal that all of the 
selected criteria (i.e., the operational cost, the scores of 
employees' evaluation, and the customer satisfaction) 
have direct effects on efficiency scores. Moreover, Fig-
ure 9 presents the average efficiency scores of multiple 
change scenarios. 
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Figure 8. Average efficiency of single change scenarios. 

Table 8. Scenarios of sensitivity analysis 

Operational Cost Employee evaluation Customer satisfaction 
Scenarios 

10% Increase 10% Decrease 10% Increase 10% Decrease 10% Increase 10% Decrease
Scenario 1 •      
Scenario 2   •    
Scenario 3     •  
Scenario 4  •     
Scenario 5    •   

Single 
change 

Scenario 6      • 
Scenario 1 •  •  •  
Scenario 2  • •  •  
Scenario 3  •  • •  
Scenario 4  •  •  • 
Scenario 5 •   • •  
Scenario 6 •   •  • 

Multiple 
change 

Scenario 7 •  •   • 
 Scenario 8  • •   • 
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It can be concluded from Figure 9 that the strongest 
scenario among multiple change scenario is the second  
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Figure 9. Average efficiency of multiple change scenarios. 

scenario which leads to an average efficiency score equal 
to 90.28. In the second scenario of multiple changes ope-
rational cost is decreased by 10%, and both of the em-
ployee evaluation and customer satisfaction are incre-
ased by 10% in all bank branches. These scenario sup-
plies the best situation for all DMUs, so the average 
efficiency score of this scenario has the highest value 
among from all other scenarios in this class.  

It is clear that the sixth scenario in second class 
which leads to an average efficiency score equal to 
85.35 is the weakest scenario. In the sixth scenario of 
multiple changes operational cost is increased by 10%, 
and both of the employee evaluation and customer satis-
faction are decreased by 10% in all bank branches. These 
scenario supplies the worst situation for all DMUs, so 
the average efficiency score of this scenario has the 
lowest value among from all other scenarios in this class.  

Table 9. Results of sensitivity analysis for first class (single change) 

Efficiency of  Multiple  Single Change Scenarios Branch Original 
Efficiency Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6 

B1 100.00 99.97 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.79 99.47 
B2 98.59 98.36 99.25 100.00 98.33 96.66 97.68 
B3 67.48 67.01 67.59 69.16 67.13 66.86 67.17 
B4 78.64 78.06 78.95 79.21 77.95 78.28 76.53 
B5 99.70 99.42 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.65 96.32 
B6 99.79 99.51 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.57 99.68 
B7 85.30 84.61 85.35 87.81 85.25 84.72 84.69 
B8 67.47 67.09 67.81 67.99 66.98 67.03 65.81 
B9 85.19 84.92 85.76 87.12 84.88 84.97 83.16 
B10 99.45 98.53 99.91 100.18 98.64 99.15 97.98 
B11 73.87 73.32 74.04 74.34 73.63 73.76 73.20 
B12 99.86 99.75 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.64 99.81 
B13 74.87 74.26 75.18 76.75 74.19 73.73 72.90 
B14 91.47 90.84 92.20 93.60 90.72 90.36 87.84 
B15 79.59 79.05 79.88 79.63 79.17 79.28 77.88 
B16 71.59 71.52 72.25 72.41 70.98 70.36 69.81 
B17 83.43 83.39 84.22 83.44 82.98 83.20 81.19 
B18 90.10 89.32 90.90 92.75 90.04 88.86 87.50 
B19 87.35 87.04 87.85 89.23 86.92 87.13 86.12 
B20 73.36 73.09 73.51 74.41 73.03 72.63 73.00 
B21 100.00 99.23 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.71 99.44 
B22 100.00 99.59 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.34 98.72 
B23 82.02 81.66 82.04 83.98 81.75 81.94 81.77 
B24 100.00 99.89 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.64 97.54 
B25 99.90 99.28 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.48 96.18 
B26 93.35 92.87 94.23 95.67 92.67 93.21 90.98 
B27 88.73 88.53 89.30 90.05 88.04 87.27 88.68 
B28 95.51 94.76 96.13 98.29 95.10 95.12 94.10 
B29 99.74 99.17 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.47 96.82 
B30 99.64 98.72 100.00 100.00 99.26 98.19 98.33 

Average 88.87 88.43 89.21 89.87 88.59 88.07 87.34 
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5.  SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER 
RESEARCH 

In this paper, a hybrid approach based on multi-cri-
teria satisfaction analysis (MUSA) and a network three-
stage data envelopment analysis was proposed to meas-
ure the efficiency of bank branches. Those processes 
which lead to the production of financial outputs were 
investigated by taking into account customer expecta-
tion, customer satisfaction, and customer loyalty within 
the framework of a three-stage process. First, a ques-
tionnaire was used to collect data regarding customer 
satisfaction at offering services. Then, MUSA method 
was used to determine degree of customer satisfaction 
(by taking into account their overall views) and also the 
priorities of effective factors. The data related to cus-

tomer satisfaction, customer expectation, and customer 
loyalty plus the data related to the pervious performance 
of the branches were entered into data envelopment ana-
lysis model as the inputs. The efficiency of sub-proces-
ses of customer expectation, customer satisfaction, cus-
tomer loyalty, and financial performance were measured 
by a three-stage network data envelopment analysis 
model. The proposed approach was employed for 30 
MELLI bank branches in Iran and the obtained data 
were analyzed. 

One of the innovations of this study was its strategy 
to quantify and measure customer satisfaction by col-
lecting the judgments of a group of customers. In order 
to achieve this objective, a multi-criteria satisfaction ana-
lysis method was used. Also, the three-stage DEA model 
separately measured the overall efficiency of each branch 
as well as the efficiency of sub-processes of customer 

Table 10. Results of sensitivity analysis for second class (multiple changes) 

Efficiency of  Multiple Change Scenarios Branch Original 
Efficiency Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6 Scenario 7 Scenario 8

B1 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.54 99.85 92.59 100.00 99.74 
B2 98.59 99.23 100.00 98.61 96.73 98.29 98.06 97.07 97.86 
B3 67.48 67.88 68.67 68.11 66.85 67.52 64.24 67.61 67.11 
B4 78.64 78.66 82.38 78.96 77.21 78.35 73.61 77.88 78.73 
B5 99.70 100.00 100.00 99.80 98.64 99.58 96.09 99.57 98.58 
B6 99.79 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.97 97.24 99.58 98.39 
B7 85.30 85.39 88.99 85.41 83.88 85.04 78.18 84.57 85.29 
B8 67.47 68.13 70.73 67.88 66.00 66.98 62.80 66.81 67.31 
B9 85.19 85.22 89.12 85.57 85.51 84.80 83.70 84.49 84.89 
B10 99.45 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.93 99.58 92.67 98.87 97.77 
B11 73.87 73.92 74.53 73.88 72.90 73.44 71.57 71.70 73.02 
B12 99.86 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.71 99.97 93.32 98.50 98.42 
B13 74.87 74.93 75.46 75.47 74.60 74.90 71.82 74.14 74.54 
B14 91.47 91.67 92.93 92.21 89.27 90.72 87.22 90.53 90.45 
B15 79.59 79.81 81.68 80.29 79.34 79.22 77.76 78.41 78.69 
B16 71.59 71.64 75.01 72.24 71.09 71.70 66.69 70.30 71.37 
B17 83.43 83.63 84.35 84.13 81.49 83.42 79.34 82.52 82.79 
B18 90.10 90.65 93.79 90.19 88.36 89.36 87.74 87.44 90.18 
B19 87.35 87.38 89.37 87.88 86.60 87.05 83.49 86.44 86.36 
B20 73.36 74.03 73.86 73.50 71.66 73.12 72.94 72.84 73.33 
B21 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.50 99.26 100.00 98.92 100.00 
B22 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.93 99.82 99.96 99.71 99.23 
B23 82.02 82.17 82.65 82.71 81.46 81.97 75.81 79.72 80.98 
B24 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.29 99.28 94.11 99.27 99.35 
B25 99.90 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.88 100.00 96.14 97.31 99.34 
B26 93.35 93.44 96.74 93.93 91.34 93.02 87.93 90.79 92.15 
B27 88.73 88.83 92.42 88.82 88.19 88.52 85.62 89.16 87.77 
B28 95.51 95.71 95.63 96.35 94.72 94.92 94.30 94.46 95.13 
B29 99.74 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.69 99.58 96.38 96.59 98.51 
B30 99.64 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.99 99.47 99.15 97.88 99.25 

Average 88.87 89.08 90.28 89.20 87.88 88.59 85.35 87.77 88.22 
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expectation, customer satisfaction, and customer loyalty.  
This method can be used in other state and private 

banks as well as institutes that offer services and goods 
in a competitive environment. For example, this model 
can be useful in airports, airline agencies, urban transpor-
tation systems, railway organizations, chain stores, chain 
restaurants, public libraries, and entertainment centers. 

Fuzzy criteria are another tool that can be used by 
researchers in the future studies to quantify and measure 
satisfaction. The multi-criteria satisfaction analysis model 
can be developed by fuzzy criteria and the results can be 
compared with the results obtained in this study. Finally, 
input-oriented and variable return to scale models can be 
developed by researchers and their results can be com-
pared with the results obtained by the proposed model of 
this study. 
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Appendix A. Expectation, Satisfaction, and Loyalty Questionnaire 

1: Completely adverse; 2: Adverse; 3: Indifferent; 4: Agreed; 5: Completely Agreed 

Theme Questions 1 2 3 4 5

Expectation 1 My expectations from a bank branch are met in this branch well ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

2 The personnel are knowledgeable and skilled ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

3 The personnel are responsible ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

4 The relationship of you and the personnel of the Bank is friendly ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

5 The personnel can understand and satisfy your needs ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Personnel 

6 Globally, you are satisfied with the overall performance of the personnel ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

7 The variety of offered products and services is large ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

8 The level of provided interest rate is satisfactory ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

9 The cost charge of provided products and services is satisfactory ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

10 The bank’s especial products and services are satisfactory ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Products and 
Services 

11 Globally, the satisfaction level from provided products and services is high ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

12 The bank has enough credit in customers’ opinion ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

13 The bank uses the novel technologies in presenting products and services ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

14 The bank can satisfy the future needs of customers ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Customer  

Image 

15 Globally, the image of the bank is positive in customers’ opinion ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

16 The appurtenance of the branches are satisfactory ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

17 The average waiting time is low ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

18 The processes in the bank are not bureaucratic ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

19 The information you received form the bank is complete ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Services 

20 Globally, the services of bank are satisfactory ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

21 The bank’s network (ATM, branch, etc) is developed ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

22 The systems of the bank (ATM, e-bank, soft-wares, etc) rarely appear troubles ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

23 The locations of the branches are suitable and convenient ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Access 

24 Globally, the satisfaction level of provided ability to access the bank is high ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Overall 

Satisfaction 25 Taking into account, all above questions, the overall satisfaction is high ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

26 I replace another bank in the near future to receive more reliable services ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Loyalty 

27 The number of other banks which I’m receiving services from is high ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
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Appendix B. Source LINGO Codes for MUSA Method 

MODEL: 
 
SETS: 
CRITERIA/1 … 5/: B; 
CUSTOMER/1 … 450/: SIGMAP, SIGMAN, Y; 
LINK2 (CUSTOMER, CRITERIA): X; 
ENDSETS 
 
DATA: 
X, Y = @OLE (‘C:\Users\Kaveh\Desktop\MUSA\MUSA-DATA.xlsx’, ‘X’, ‘Y’); 
@OLE (‘C:\Users\Kaveh\Desktop\MUSA\MUSA-DATA.xlsx’, ‘B’) = B; 
ENDDATA 
 
SUBMODEL OBJECTIVE: 
MIN = F; 
F = @SUM (CUSTOMER (J): SIGMAP (J)+SIGMAN (J)); 
ENDSUBMODEL 
 
SUBMODEL CONSTRAINT: 
@FOR (CUSTOMER(J): 
    Y(J)-@SUM(CRITERIA (I): B (I)×X (J, I))+SIGMAP (J)-SIGMAN (J) = 0; 
       ); 
@SUM (CRITERIA (I): B (I)) = 1; 
 
@FOR (CRITERIA (I): 
B(I) > 0.01; 

 ); 
ENDSUBMODEL 
 
CALC: 
@SOLVE (OBJECTIVE, CONSTRAINT); 
ENDCALC 
END 
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Appendix C. Source LINGO Codes for NDEA Method 

 
MODEL: 
SETS: 
DMU/1 … 16/: TETA, TETA1, TETA2, TETA3; 
INPUT/1 … 3/; 
OUTPUT1/1 … 1/; 
OUTPUT2/1 … 2/; 
OUTPUT3/1 … 3/; 
STAGE/1 … 3/; 
LINK1 (INPUT, DMU): X; 
LINK2 (OUTPUT1, DMU): YYY 1; 
LINK3 (OUTPUT2, DMU): YYY 2; 
LINK4 (OUTPUT3, DMU): YYY 3; 
LINK5 (INPUT, STAGE): V; 
LINK6 (OUTPUT1, STAGE): U1; 
LINK7 (OUTPUT2, STAGE): U2; 
LINK8 (OUTPUT3, STAGE): U3; 
ENDSETS 
!*********************************************************; 
!You should set the address of data for you computer; 
DATA: 
X, YYY1, YYY2, YYY3 = @OLE (‘C:\MUSA+DEA LINGO\DEA\DATA.xlsx’, ‘X’, ‘YYY1’, ‘YYY2’, ‘YYY3’); 
@TEXT (‘C:\MUSA+DEA LINGO\DEA\SOLUTIONS.TXT’, ‘A’) = @WRITE (‘DMU’, DMU(O), ‘:’, ‘ ’, ‘TETA =’, 
TETA (O), ‘ ’, ‘TETA1 =’, TETA1 (O), ‘ ’, ‘TETA2 =’, TETA2 (O), ‘ ’, ‘TETA3 =’, TETA3 (O), @NEWLINE (1) ); 
ENDDATA 
!********************************************************; 
SUBMODEL OBJECTIVE: 
!INPUT ORIENTED; 
MAX = TETA(O); 
TETA (O) = @SUM (OUTPUT3 (R): U3 (R, 3)×YYY3 (R,O)); 
!*******************************************************; 
!OUTPUT ORIENTED; 
!MIN = TETA(O); 
!TETA (O) = @SUM (INPUT (I): @SUM (STAGE (S): V (I, S)×X (I, O))); 
!*******************************************************; 
ENDSUBMODEL 
!************************************************************************************************
**********************; 
!MAIN CONSTRAINT; 
SUBMODEL CONSTRAINT: 
@FOR(DMU(J): 
 @SUM (OUTPUT3 (R): U3(R, 3)×YYY3 (R, J))-@SUM (STAGE (S): @SUM (INPUT (I): V (I, S) 

×X (I, J))) <= 0; 
); 
@FOR(DMU(J): 
 @SUM (OUTPUT1 (R): U1 (R, 1)×YYY1 (R, J))-@SUM (INPUT(I): V (I, 1) X (I, J)) <= 0; 
); 
 
@FOR(DMU(J): 
 @SUM (OUTPUT2 (R): U2 (R, 2)×YYY2 (R, J))-@SUM (INPUT(I): V (I, 2)×X (I, J)) 

-@SUM(OUTPUT1 (R): U1 (R, 1)×YYY1 (R, J)) <= 0; 
); 
 
@FOR(DMU(J): 
 @SUM (OUTPUT3 (R): U3 (R, 3)×YYY3 (R, J))-@SUM (INPUT(I): V (I, 3)×X (I, J)) 

-@SUM (OUTPUT2 (R): U2 (R, 2)×YYY2 (R, J)) <= 0; 
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); 
@FOR (STAGE (S): 
 @FOR (INPUT(I): V (I, S) >= 0; 
 ); 
 @FOR (OUTPUT1 (R): U1 (R, S) >= 0.001; 
 ); 
 @FOR (OUTPUT2 (R): U2 (R, S) >= 0.001; 
 ); 
 @FOR (OUTPUT3 (R): U3 (R, S) >= 0.001; 
 ); 
); 
!************************************************************************************************
************************; 
!INPUT-OUTPUT ORIENTATION CONSTRAINTS; 
![OUTPUTORIENTED]; !@SUM(OUTPUT3 (R): U3 (R, 3)×YYY3 (R, O)) = 1; 
![INPUTORIENTED]; @SUM (INPUT (I): @SUM (STAGE (S): V (I, S)×X (I, O))) = 1; 
!************************************************************************************************
************************; 
!CALCULATION OF SUB-EFFICIENCIES NON-LINEAR PROGRAMMING; 
!STAGE1; 
TETA1 (O) = @SUM (OUTPUT1(R): U1 (R, 1)×YYY1 (R, O))/@SUM (INPUT(I): V (I, 1)×X (I, O)); 
!STAGE2; 
TETA2 (O) = @SUM (OUTPUT2(R): U2 (R, 2)×YYY2 (R,O))/(@SUM (INPUT(I): V (I,2)×X (I, O)) 
+@SUM(OUTPUT1 (R): U1(R, 1)×YYY1 (R, O))); 
!STAGE3; 
TETA3 (O) = @SUM (OUTPUT3 (R): U3 (R, 3)×YYY3 (R, O))/(@SUM (INPUT(I): V (I, 3)×X (I, O)) 
+@SUM (OUTPUT2 (R): U2 (R, 2)×YYY2 (R, O))); 
ENDSUBMODEL 
 
CALC: 
O = 0; 
@WHILE( O #LT# @SIZE (DMU):  
 O = O+1; 
 @SOLVE (OBJECTIVE, CONSTRAINT); 
 !@PAUSE ( ); 
 ); 
ENDCALC 
 
END 


